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Instrument performance
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 Thank you to: Alan, Bart, Carsten, Dave, Demetrio, Denis, Gisbert, Jason, Joris, 
Juan, Jürgen, Martin, Mattheo, Matthias, Peter, Reza, Stefanie 1, Stefanie 2, Steve, 
Thibaut, Tomasz, Valerio, Valery … from the entire team

 Motivation

 NSR is PLATO’s key performance parameter
 NSR estimation is needed for 

 requirement definition and justification (PURD, TRD, URD, …)
 Sensitivity analysis
 Optimization, mitigation and trade-off analysis
 Input and cross validation to other simulation tools, e.g. PLATOSim
 Input for data processing chains

 How?

 Physical models
 Spatially distributed maps



Performance impactors
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Stray light
Jitter

Thermo-elastic distortions

Transmissivity

Charge transfer efficiency

Quantum efficiency

Gain stability

Read-out noise

Temperature

Radiation

Contamination

Distortion

Polarization

Vignetting

Point spread function

Masking

Photo-resonse non-uniformity

Dark signal

Analogue-digital conversion

Aberration

Bias voltage stability

Offset stability



Contamination map

Distortion

Optical efficiency map

FPA efficiency map

CTI

Spatially resolved maps
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 Models

 Photons from target star to 
photoelectrons to digital values

 Photons from elsewhere

 Several other noise sources

 Software

 IDL program Noise estimator 6.8

 Two modes

 Single pixel (run time < 1s)

 Map (~1h per star field)

 Parameters

 See https://teamsites-
extranet.dlr.de/pf/PLATO-Office/

 PPT -> Simulation parameter -> 
issue_1.4

Simulations
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https://teamsites-extranet.dlr.de/pf/PLATO-Office/


Use cases
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 For two star catalogues: PIC 0.2 and PIC 0.3

 Use cases

 Standard

 Beginning of life, required

 End of life, required

 Beginning of life, typical (e.g. CCD’s QE can be 3% better than required)

 End of life, typical

 Padua cases

 Changed exposure times

 NPF + SPF

 Evolution over life time

 Extra

 Changed divergence angle: 9.2° … 0°



Results
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 Enriched star catalogues contain NSR (random and random + systematic in 1hr) 
per star on instrument level (considering all cameras which see this star)



Results
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 Sensitivity analysis (single pixel mode)

 Fast but average value only

 To understand dependencies and 
impacts of single parameters to NSR



Results
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 Sensitivity analysis (map mode) 

 Slow but accurate

 Each star is assigned to NSR

 Stellar counts can be predicted



Next steps
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 Support of several requirement activities

 Support of signal/ noise modelling activities, e.g. transient simulations, FCam
science

 Stellar counts, planet yields can be estimated based on the enriched star 
catalogues, update of the star catalogue expected (PIC0.4)


